4D BULK SYSTEMS
™

THE NEW DIMENSION
IN BLASTING

Utilising emulsions blended with ammonium nitrate porous prills,
4D™ supports both pumped and augered loading methods,
ensuring greater productivity and reduced cost.
Combining Orica’s emulsion chemistry, smart Mobile Manufacturing Unit (MMU™) capability and
process control, the revolutionary 4D™ bulk system enables customers to apply a greater range of
energy matched explosives across wet, dewatered and dry blastholes in real-time.

orica.com/4D

4DTM CUSTOMER BENEFITS

$
MATCH ENERGY TO
ROCK STRENGTH1

INCREASE
PRODUCTIVITY

REDUCE DRILL
AND BLAST COSTS

EFFICIENT TECHNICAL
APPLICATIONS

Enables up to 43% reduced
energy for soft rock
applications and up to 23%
increased energy for hard
rock applications.

Increases downstream
productivity through
optimised fragmentation
with a greater range of
energy matched explosives.

Enables drill patterns to be
expanded to reduce drill and
blast costs while maintaining
the same explosive energy per
bank cubic metre (BCM).

The lower energies available
enable technical applications
such as wall and vibration
control to be executed more
efficiently than is possible with
current bulk technologies.

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
4D™ is delivered through our range of Bulkmaster™ and Pumpmaster™ Mobile Manufacturing Units (MMU™) equipped with
LOADPlus™ smart control system. Integration with our suite of BlastIQ™ digital blast optimisation technologies will further enable
customers to maximise blast control and efficiency and operational cost and productivity with a comprehensive understanding of the
geology and blasthole conditions.
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To learn more about 4D™ and how it can support your operations, contact your local Orica representative
or visit orica.com/4D

1
Disclaimer: The explosive effective energy relative to ANFO with a density of 0.8 g/cm3. ANFO has an effective energy of 2.30 MJ/kg. Energies are calculated using Orica’s proprietary theoretical iDeX computer code under ideal detonation conditions,
with a 100MPa cut off pressure. Other computer codes may give different values. Actual energy values depend upon the conditions of use including the prevailing geological ground conditions, the diameter of the borehole and the degree of confinement.
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